Abstract. A sequence of sharp versions of the inequality Iy+,ix) < Iy(x), v > -J, x > 0, is established.
The modified Bessel function of the first kind /, is real-valued for v real on the domain x > 0, and it is positive for v S; -1 on the same domain (see AbramowitzStegun [1] for standard properties of special functions). The inequality (1) T,+Ax) < IAx),
where v > -% and x > 0, was established by Soni [8] in 1965. Results that are stronger than (1) for v 3: 0 have been given by Jones [3] , Cochran [2] , and Reudink [7] . Thus, Jones proved that (2) IAx) < IAx)
for p > v Si 0 and x > 0, while Cochran established the inequality dly{x)/dv < 0 for v Sí 0 and x > 0. Reudink, apparently unaware of the work of the previous authors, proved in a different way that dly{x)/dv < 0 for v > 0 and x > 0. We observe first that (1) holds for v 2; -$. Indeed, with x > 0, we have I_"Ax) -I,/2ix) = i2/iirx))1/2e-x > 0.
In the present note, we prove two propositions. The first one contains a rather modest but easily proved result that strengthens (1) for v > 0. The second proposition gives a sequence of progressively sharper lower bounds of IAx) that converge monotonically to I,{x). Proposition 1. Let v 2ï -1 and x > 0. Then This result was established by discarding an infinite series of nonnegative terms. A sharp version of (3) results from retaining a finite number of these terms.
As a preparation for Proposition 2, we define two sequences of functions j Gy, k}
and r < -, V t lV + i/^2Q + ly-Av + J) r , .
Gy.Ax) = L (-0 I J n , , , ,s-W*)
»,.*(*) = Gy,Ax) + r(y ^ 1} (|j *-, where y > -| and x > 0. We note that the inequality Gy,Ax) < Hy¡Ax) follows from these definitions. Proposition 2. Let v > -\ and x > 0. Then By letting ft = 0 be an integer and putting a = v -\-\, c = 2? + ft + 1, and z = 2x, we find from this expression and (6) that (8) /,(*) -Gy,Ax) = T(v X+ t) (f) e-,F,iv + i;2v + k+l; 2x).
But ,F,ia; c; z) > 1 for a > 0, c > 0, z > 0. We conclude therefore from (8) and (7) that/"(x) > Hy,Ax). This establishes (i) since H"i0{x) > 0.
By using the first two terms in the series expansions of I,{x), e~x, and iFAy + 5; 2v + ft + 1 ; 2x), we find from (8) (2) as x -> 0 for ft 2: 0. This establishes (ii).
We next apply the asymptotic expansion of ,F,iv + \; 2v + ft -4-1; 2x) as x -> » to (8) and use the duplication formula for the T-function to establish the asymptotic relation
as x -> co and ft ^ 0. Statement (iii) now follows from (7) and the asymptotic expansion for IAx) as x -> °o. Statement (iv) follows via relations (8) and (7) from the observation that lim ,F,ia;c;z) = 1.
C-»00
We proceed to compare the inequality Hy%Ax) < IAX) with 0)> (2), and (3). From the definition of Gyk in (6), we find Gy ,,(x) = Iy+,{x). Hence, the inequality Hvkix) < IAx) is sharper than (1) for all ft S: 1.
Let p > v = 0 be fixed. We find then from (ii) that the inequality H,Ax) < I Ax)
is sharper than (2) these upper bounds has not been found. Luke [5] and Prohorov [6] have given inequalities for modified Bessel functions. These inequalities are weaker than those discussed here but have the virtue that the bounds for 7"(x) are easily evaluated numerically.
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